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(54) METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING A FOOTING MOULD ELEMENT

(57) The invention relates to a method for manufac-
turing a footing mould element. The footing mould ele-
ment (1) can be used as a footing casting mould for build-
ings. The footing mould element includes a sparse steel
bar mesh (2) manufactured from steel bars, which steel
bars (3, 4) are attached to each other at their intersection
points. The method includes the following steps:
(i) a planar steel bar mesh (2) is formed by bending steel
bars into an elongated trough having a bottom (5), side
walls (6) and, between these, legs (7), which are formed

from the bent steel bars (4) of the steel bar mesh, and
(ii) onto the opposite sides of the side walls, plastic mem-
branes (12, 13) retaining the concrete cast are attached
by laminating the plastic membranes onto each other by
blowing hot air in the area of the openings of the steel
bar mesh. The laminating step (ii) is performed onto the
edge areas of the planar steel bar mesh (2) before the
bending step (i) of the steel bar mesh. In the laminating
step, the area of the steel bar mesh forming the bottom
(5) is left without plastic membranes.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a method for manufac-
turing a footing mould element, which can be used as a
footing casting mould for buildings, the footing mould el-
ement including a sparse steel bar mesh manufactured
from steel bars, which are attached to each other at their
intersection points, the method including the following
steps:

(i) a planar steel bar mesh is formed by bending steel
bars into an elongated trough having a bottom, side
walls and, between these, legs, which are formed
from the bent steel bars of the steel bar mesh, and
(ii) onto the opposite sides of the side walls, plastic
membranes retaining the concrete cast are attached
by laminating the plastic membranes onto each other
by blowing hot air in the area of the openings of the
steel bar mesh.

[0002] From EP 2962837 A1 and EP 1837164 A2 is
known such a method, in which the plastic membranes
are attached after the steel bar mesh is bent into its final
form into an elongated trough. The disadvantage of this
known method is that storage and transportation of the
footing mould elements requires a great deal of space.
Especially with longer transportation distances, transpor-
tation becomes a big expense, because transportation
space is limited.
[0003] From DE 202007008977 U1 is known a footing
mould element having several separate steel bar meshes
attached to each other by hinge joints. In this case, the
mould elements can be transported as planar to usage
sites. Thus, transportation expenses can be reduced. As
the disadvantage in this known method is that the hinge
joints between the walls and the bottom do not support
the walls in the upright position, wherein the walls must
be supported separately. Further, between the walls and
the bottom are not formed legs, which keep the bottom
off the ground in order that the concrete cast will settle
around the steel bars of the bottom.
[0004] The object of the invention is to obviate above-
said disadvantages and provide a method, using which
storage and transportation expenses can be substantial-
ly reduced while also utilizing a footing mould element,
the walls of which are connected to the bottom via the
legs formed from stiffly bent steel bars.
[0005] This object is achieved such that said laminating
step (ii) is performed onto the edge areas of the planar
steel bar mesh before the bending step (i) of the steel
bar mesh, as is more precisely defined in the character-
izing part of the accompanying claim 1.
[0006] In this case, the planar mould blanks can be
stacked a large amount on top of each other into a small
space. The mould blanks can be stored and transported
in a given volume in an amount many times greater than
in the past.
[0007] In a bending step (i) according to the invention,

the first leg arch between the bottom and the leg is bent
first, and then the second leg arch is bent, which forms
the bottom of the leg.
[0008] When the bending of the leg arches is per-
formed in said order, the plastic membranes can also be
extended onto the area of the legs and, if desired, even
onto the area extending below the legs, without the plastic
membranes limiting the function of the press elements
or the press elements breaking the plastic membranes.
[0009] The dependent claims present preferred em-
bodiments of the invention.
[0010] In the following, the invention is illustrated in
more detail by means of the accompanying drawings, in
which:

Fig. 1 shows schematically the bending steps of a
method according to the invention (for the sake
of the clarity of the drawing, the plastic mem-
branes laminated to the walls are not shown in
the area of the lower part of the wall and the leg
arch);

Fig. 2 shows schematically the step of laminating the
plastic membranes on both sides of the edge
areas of the planar steel bar mesh; and

Fig. 3 shows the pulling of a plastic membrane web
11 from the roll 10 for the lamination according
to Fig. 2.

[0011] Fig. 1 shows a footing mould element 1 manu-
factured by a method according to the invention, which
includes a steel bar mesh 2 bent to form a trough and
plastic membranes 12, 13 laminated to the side walls 6
of the trough and retaining a concrete mass cast into the
trough. In Fig. 1, for the sake of the clarity of the figure,
the plastic membranes 12, 13 are shown on only a part
of the wall, although they extend to the lower part of the
wall and, preferably, under the leg and over the leg arch
9. The plastic membranes 12, 13 are drawn as separate,
although, in practise, they are attached to each other in
the area of the openings of the steel bar mesh 2, and, at
the steel bars, they are attached to the steel bars 4, 3.
The trough, and thus also the footing mould element 1,
has a bottom 5, side walls 6 and, between these, legs 7,
which are formed by bending the transverse steel bars
4 of the steel bar mesh 2. The legs 7 serve to raise the
bottom 5 adequately up from the ground, so that the steel
bars 3, 4 of the bottom remain as concrete reinforcement
inside a concrete mass cast into the trough-like mould.
For this reason, the area of the bottom 5 between the
legs 7 is free from the plastic membranes. In other words,
in the laminating step, the area of the bottom 5 is left
without plastic membranes. The height of the legs 7 is 5
- 10 cm, typically 6 - 8 cm.
[0012] The sparse steel bar mesh 2 is manufactured
from transverse steel bars 4 and longitudinal steel bars
3. The distance between the transverse steel bars 4 is,
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for example, 20 cm and the distance between the longi-
tudinal steel bars 3 is, for example, 18 cm in the area of
the trough bottom and, for example, 10 cm in the area of
the walls. The steel bars 3, 4 are attached to each other
at their intersection points by welding. A method accord-
ing to the invention uses pre-made planar steel bar mesh-
es 2, which are manufactured for the construction indus-
try as concrete reinforcement.
[0013] In Fig. 1, a dashed line is used to illustrate the
different bending steps of the planar steel bar mesh 2.
Before the bending steps is, however, performed the lam-
inating step shown in Fig. 2, in which the plastic mem-
branes 12, 13 are laminated onto the edge areas of the
planar steel bar mesh 2, as is later described in greater
detail. By bending the transverse steel bars 4, the first
leg arch 8 (arrow A) between the bottom 5 and the leg 7
is bent first, and then the second leg arch 9 (arrow B) is
bent, which forms the bottom of the leg 7.
[0014] The first leg arch 8 is bent by the first press
elements 21, which form in the end position of their bend-
ing movement the bending die for the second leg arch 9.
The corner of the bending table 25 serves as the bending
die for the first leg arch 8. On the top of the bending table
25 are holder elements 23, which prevent the bottom 5
from arching upwards during the bending of the leg arch
8. The press elements 21 can be moved either linearly
on the cylinder or on the rotation axis 24 via the shaft.
[0015] The second leg arch 9 is bent by the second
press elements 22, which are moved along a curved
track. The press elements 22 are attached by a curved
shaft to the rotation axis 24, by the turning of which the
press elements 22 are moved. If both press elements 21
and 22 are moved on the axis 24 in the bending table, it
can be implemented using two coaxial axes or two par-
allel axes.
[0016] When the steel bar mesh 2 is disposed onto the
bending table 25, the transverse steel bars 4 are first
disposed next to the press elements 21 and the holder
elements 23, and then the steel bar mesh 2 is moved in
its longitudinal direction (in the perpendicular direction to
the plane of the drawing) such that the transverse steel
bars 4 settle under the press elements 21 and the holder
elements 23. The press elements 21 and 22 may be roll-
ers or pins, which are located at each transverse steel
bar 4 along the entire length of the steel bar mesh 2.
However, the press elements 21 have a common drive,
just as the press elements 22 have a common drive, such
as the axis 24.
[0017] The turning axis 24 of the press elements 22
can alternatively be located co-axially with the press el-
ements 21 when the press elements 21 are at their end
positions (as shown by solid lines). When the turning axis
24 is co-axial with the press elements 21, the press ele-
ments 22 can be turned co-axially with the bending die
(press elements 21) for bending the second leg arch 9
(arrow B). In that case the turning axis 24 cannot be con-
tinuous but the pieces of turning axis 24 alternate with
the press elements 21 in the longitudinal direction of the

bending machine of Figure 1 (i.e. in perpendicular direc-
tion of the plane of drawing). The pieces of turning axis
24 may have a common continuous press element 22
which can be turned by a cylinder between the foot of
the bending table 25 and the press element 22.
[0018] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at
least a part of the second leg arch 9 is formed onto the
area, in which the plastic membranes 12, 13 are laminat-
ed together, wherein the plastic membranes extend in
the finished footing mould element below the leg 7. The
presented bending order (first A and then B) is preferred
in order that the press elements 21 and 22 do not damage
the plastic membranes. In the opposite bending order,
the starting position of the press elements 21 would pre-
vent the lower edge of the plastic membranes 12, 13 from
extending below the leg 7. In the presented bending or-
der, the press element 21 is able to move from the area
without plastic onto the plastic membranes to serve as a
bending die for the leg arch 9.
[0019] Fig. 3 shows the pulling and disposition into the
lamination position of the plastic membrane web 11. The
plastic membrane web 11 is pulled from the roll 10 by
the suction beam 26, and the edge of the plastic mem-
brane web is attached to the lamination table 15 by the
suction of the suction beam 14 in the lamination table 15.
The planar steel bar mesh (2) is disposed on top of the
plastic membrane web 11, 12 such that they are one on
top of the other for a distance corresponding to at least
the height of the side wall 6 of the finished footing mould
element. The plastic membrane web 11 is cut at said
distance from the edge of the steel bar mesh 2, and the
other half 13 of the cut plastic membrane is turned over
the planar steel bar mesh 2. The stopper 28 of the cutting
blade 27 may be attached to the suction beam 26 that
pulls the plastic membrane web 11. While the suction
beam 26 hands over the edge of the plastic membrane
to the suction beam 14, it can simultaneously press the
plastic membrane through the suction tubes rising from
the suction beam 14. These suction tubes draw a vacuum
between the plastic membrane halves 12, 13, which fa-
cilitates the following laminating step with the hot air blow-
ing. Alternatively, the plastic membrane web 11 with suf-
ficient width to form the halves 12 and 13, can be pulled
in longitudinal direction (perpendicular to the plane of
drawing). Vacuum can be drawn between the plastic
membrane halves 12, 13 also from the ends of the plastic
membranes, when the gap between the skirts of the plas-
tic membranes is closed by pressing the skirts together
by the sealing strip.
[0020] Fig. 2 shows the travel of the lamination table
15 through the hot air blowing device. The edge areas
of the planar steel bar mesh 2, which are equipped with
a two-sided plastic membrane 12, 13, travel between the
hot air blowing nozzles 18. By means of the suction tubes
extending from the suction beam 14, or by suction drawn
from the ends, the plastic membranes 12, 13 are drawn
by vacuum tightly together during the hot air blowing,
whereby the lamination will be tight and neat (without
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wrinkles). If suction tubes extending to between the skirts
of the plastic membranes are used, it is preferred to direct
them at the transverse steel bars 4, wherein the upper
plastic membrane 13 is not able block the suction tubes
and the suction effect is transferred via the channels
formed by the steel bar mesh to between the plastic mem-
branes 12, 13. If suction from the end is used, it is pre-
ferred to place the suction tubes extending from the suc-
tion pipe next to the longitudinal steel bars 3. However,
vacuum suction is not imperative, but instead the plastic
membranes can be laminated together using only the hot
air blowing.
[0021] The lamination table 15 can move on the wheels
16 along the rails 17. An exhaust fan and a transportation
motor (not shown) can be attached to the lamination table
15 to move along with it. The hot air heating devices and
blowers are inside the casings 19. Hot air is drawn back
inside the casings 19 in order to achieve a nearly closed
hot air circulation and as little heat loss as possible.
[0022] In the presented embodiments of the invention,
the lamination and bending of both walls is performed
simultaneously. The invention can also be implemented
such that the lamination and bending is performed to only
one wall at a time, and the steel bar mesh is turned in
the meantime such that what was previously the front
end, changes to become the rear end. In this case, how-
ever, production is more than two times slower than it
was previously.
[0023] The planar steel bar meshes, onto the edge ar-
eas of which the plastic membranes 12, 13 are laminated,
are stored and transported closer to desired usage areas
or sites, onto which has been arranged a bending device
according to Fig. 1. The bending device is to be easily
transported from one place to another, i.e. close to a bus-
ier building area. Using a laminating line according to
Figs. 2 and 3, it is possible to continuously manufacture
laminated steel bar meshes, which can be stored in large
amounts in a small space sheltered from the weather and
transported to bending devices located in different places
according to the demand for footing mould elements.
Lamination and bending devices according to Figs. 2 and
1 may naturally also be located in the same production
facility, wherein the need for temporary storage is re-
duced. The transfer of planar mould blanks from a stor-
age stack to a bending device can be carried out by a
manual or automatic transfer device, which assures the
positioning of the mould blank into place in the bending
station.

Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a footing mould ele-
ment, which footing mould element (1) can be used
as a footing casting mould for buildings, the footing
mould element including a sparse steel bar mesh (2)
manufactured from steel bars, which steel bars (3,
4) are attached to each other at their intersection

points, the method including the following steps:

(i) a planar steel bar mesh (2) is formed by bend-
ing steel bars into an elongated trough having a
bottom (5), side walls (6) and, between these,
legs (7), which are formed from the bent steel
bars (4) of the steel bar mesh, and
(ii) onto the opposite sides of the side walls, plas-
tic membranes (12, 13) retaining the concrete
cast are attached by laminating the plastic mem-
branes onto each other by blowing hot air in the
area of the openings of the steel bar mesh,

characterized in that said laminating step (ii) is per-
formed onto the edge areas of the planar steel bar
mesh (2) before the bending step (i) of the steel bar
mesh, which is performed by bending the steel bars
(4); that, in the laminating step, the area of the steel
bar mesh forming the bottom (5) is left without plastic
membranes; that, in the bending step (i), the first leg
arch (8) between the bottom and the leg is bent first,
and then the second leg arch (9) is bent, which forms
the bottom of the leg; and that the first leg arch (8)
is bent by the first press elements (21), which form
in the end position of their bending movement the
bending die for the second leg arch (9).

2. A method according to claim 1, characterized in
that at least a part of the leg arch (9) is formed onto
the area, in which the plastic membranes (12, 13)
are laminated together, wherein the plastic mem-
branes extend in the finished footing mould element
below the leg (7).

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, characterized
in that the second leg arch (9) is bent by the second
press elements (22), which are moved along a
curved track.

4. A method according to claim 1, characterized in
that, during the lamination of the plastic membranes
(12, 13), a vacuum is drawn between them.
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